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ABSTRACT

Results of high-energy synchrotrons radiation experiments are presented demonstrating the
advantages of the atomic Pair Distribution Function technique in determining the structure of
materials with high resolution.

INTRODUCTION

lt is well known that physical properties and technological characteristics of materials are, to a
great extent, predetermined by the atomic-scale structure. Also, most of technologicaIIy
important materials are not mono but polycrystaliine in their nature. That is why a lot of effort
has been exercised to develop techniques for determining the structure of polycrystalline
materials. Real progress has been made in the field by employing the so-called Rietveld
technique [ 1]. Essentially it is a least-squares refinement of crystal structure parameters,
specimen characteristics, diffraction optics and instrumental factors carried out untiI the best
possible agreement between the observed and calculated powder diffraction patterns is obtained.
A peculiarity of the technique is that it relies on the Bragg intensities only while the rest of the
diffraction pattern is considered to be an uninformative background contribution. Nowadays the
structure of polycrystalline materials of variable structural complexity, ranging fro’m disperse
catalysts to ceramic high-Tc semiconductors and even simple organic macromolecules is being
almost routinely refined by the Rietveld technique [2]. However, increasingly many new
interesting materials contain significant disorder on an atomic scaIe. Often this disorder has a
direct effect on the properties which make the material technologically and/or scientifically
important. It is clearly necessary to have a technique which can characterize not only the
average, long-range structure but the deviation from it, i.e. the local disorder as well. Information
about the local structural disorder is, however, conuined in the diffuse scattering which is of low
intensity and is”usually widely spread in reciprocal space. A fruitful experimental approach
which can handle both Bragg intensities and the diffuse component is the so-called atomic Pair
Distribution Function (PDF) technique. With the PDF technique both Bragg intensities and the
diffuse component(s) of the total diffraction spectrum are treated simultaneously and then
Fourier transformed to yield the atomic PDF which is thus a representation of both the long-
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range (average) and short-range (local) titomic structure of the material. Since the PDF is
d obtained with no assumption of pcriodicity, glassy materials as well as polycrystals exhibiting a

different degree of local disorder can bc characterized employing the same approach [3]. To
apply the technique usefully the PDF has to be of high resolution. To do this, accurate total
scattering intensity has to be measured over a wide range of diffraction vectors, Q. [t implies
collecting data with x-rays of high incident energies, i.e. the use of synchrotrons sources of x-
rays. h-i the present paper selected examples of such high-resolution PDF studies are presented.

FUNDAMENTALS OF THE PDF TECHNIQUE

The atomic PDF, G(r), is defined as follows:

G( r) = 4m-[dr) - p,,], (I)

where @r) and p,, are the local and average atomic number densities, respectively and r is the
radial distance. G(r) is a measure of the probability of finding an atom at a distance r from a
reference atom and so describes the atomic arrangement, i.e. structure, of materials. It is the sine
Fourier transform of the experimentally observable total structure function, S(Q). i.e.

G(r) = (2z) ~~Q[S(Q) - l]sin(Qr)dQ, (2)
Q=,)

where Q is the magnitude of the wave vector. The structure function is related to only the
coherent part of the total diffraction spectrum of the material as follows:

S(Q) = 1 + [P*(Q)- ~Ci/fi (Q)12]/l~Ciji(Q)12, (3)

where ~~”(Q) is the coherent scattering intensity per atom in electron units and ci andj are the
atomic concentration and scattering factor for the atomic species of type i, respective y [4]. The
following important details of the PDF technique are to be noted: G(r) is barely influenced by
diffraction optics and experimental factors since these are accounted for in the step of extracting
the coherent intensities from the raw diffraction data. In the present studies it was done with the
help of the program RAD [5]. As eq. 2 implies all but not only Bragg diffracted intensities
contribute to G(r). AIso, by accessing high values of Q, experimental G(r)s of high real-space”
resolution can be obtained and, hence, quite fine structural features revealed. The latest point is
well demonstrated by the present studies where wave vectors as high as 45 ~-[ were achieved
with the use of intense synchrotrons sources of radiation. All these features make the PDF
technique a natural approach when the real atomic, both long and short-range order, structure of
materials is needed.

RESULTS

A. Local a[omic .vtructure of In /..,G[l.,A.T.remiconductor dky.v

Ternary semiconductor alloys, in particular /n/..,Gc,A,s.s.have technological importance because
they allow useful properties. such as band-gaps, to be varied continuously between the two end
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Figure 1. Experimental structure factors Figure 2. Reduced atomic PDFs for

for hi..,Ga,As alloys. for In,..rGu.#salloys.

points by varying the composition, x. On average, Inl.XGa.ds alloys are of the zinc-blende type
structure where metal (fn;Ga) and As atoms occupy two interpenetrating~cc lattices. Due to the
considerable y different bond lengths present, L1n.~ = 2.61 ~ and ~~-&=2.437 & the zinc-b lende
lattice of the alloy is, however, locally distorted. The real, i.e. distorted, structure is a prerequisite
to any accurate band-structure and phonon dispersion calculations and that is why we undertook
a PDF study to determine it. We carried out diffraction experiments at the A2 24 pole wiggler ~
beamline at CHESS using x-rays of energy 60 keV. More experimental details can be found in
refs. [6,7]. Experimental reduced structure factors and the corresponding atomic PDFs G(r) are
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. Significant Bragg scattering (well-defined peaks) are seen
with the end-members, lrzAs and GaAs, up to 35 ~-l. This implies that the samples have long-
range order and there is little positional disorder. The Bragg peaks disappear at much lower Q-
values with the alloys: the samples are still long-range ordered but they have significant local
positional disorder. From the second neighbour onwards this disorder results in broad atomic-
pair distributions as can be seen in Fig. 2. The nearest-neighbour peak is the only peak which
remains sharp. In the alloy samples it is clearly split into a doublet with low and higher-r
components corresponding to Ga-A.s and /n-As bonds, respectively. A simple structure model
based on the 8-atom cubic unit cell of (In; Ga)As has been fit to the experimental PDFs and the
way the underlying zinc-blende structure of the alloys distorts locally to accommodate the bond-
Iength mismatch has been quantified. It has been found that both metal (/n;Ga) and As atoms are
statically displaced from their positions in the ideal lattice. Extra positional disorder, manifested
by enlarged temperature factors, has been found on both metal and As sites as well. Both the
static displacement and the positional disorder have been found to peak at a composition x = 0.5
[6,7].
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B. A verzl<~catomic stru~turc of “restacked” WS2

Due to a unique combination of valuable structural, electronic and optical properties, the. layered
dichalcogenides, such as WS2, have been studied and used for many practical applications
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Figure 3. X-ray di ft’raction spectrum Figure 4. Experimental (symbols)

of “restacked” WS1. and model (solid line) atomic PDFs
of “restacked” WSZ.

[8 and refs. therein]. The chemistry of these materials is particularly fascinating since the
individual (WS2) layers can be blown and kept apart in water for days. The material can
be “restacked” by precipitation, evaporation or centrifugation and “guest species” can be
encapsulated between the layers. There has been a lot of confusion about the structure of
“restacked” VV.S2.The structure has been proposed to be trigonal TiS2 type [8]. Recent electron
diffraction study, however, showed that the structure (two-dimensional xy-plane) of the single
(WSZ) layers is similar to that of the orthorhombic WTej [9]. In this structure W atoms within a
single layer form zig-zag parallel chains via metal-metal bonds. Since no structural information
was obtained in the z-direction, and in order to show that the single crystalline specimens probed
by the electron diffraction were representative of the bulk we undertook a PDF study with the
use of x-rays of energy 61 keV. The experiments were carried out at A2 beam line CHESS. The
raw X-ray diffraction spectrum obtained is shown in Fig. 3 and the PDF extracted from it - in
Fig. 4. As can be seen in Fig. 3 the diffraction spectrum of “restacked” WS2 contains a
pronounced diffuse scattering component and only few Bragg peaks which renders the data
analysis by ordinary techniques, like the Rietveld refinement, almost impossible. The atomic
PDF, however, is rich of structure-related features and lends itself to structure determination. It
has been found that the experimental PDF can well be fit with a structure based on a monoclinic
unit cell with parameters a=3.2545(5) & b=5.7092 & c = 12.3783(5) & ~=87.74° which can be
viewed as a distorted derivative of the unit cell of WTe2. The result agrees with the electron
diffraction study [9] suggesting that the layered structure of untreated WS2 does undergo a
considerable distortion down to a monoclinic symmetry when the material is subjected to the
chemical processing described above. A more detailed account of the present study will be
reported elsewhere [ 10].
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C. A toptlic orderin,q ill Cd ,.CAl,si~ .,O~ glasses

Calcium aluminositocate glasses are among the most frequently man-made glasses. That is why
they are subjected to extensive studies. It is generally accepted that these glasses are built of Si-O
and A/-O polyhedral units linked together by common oxygen atoms. The so linked units form a
continuous network with Ca ions occupying large irregular cavities in it. Oxygens linking two
polyhedral units from the network are called “bridging” while those connecting one Af or Si with
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transforming the smoothed data of Fig. 5.

Cu cation - “non-bridging” (NBO). Although NBO are not an integral part of the polyhedral
network they play an important role in determining the thermodynamic properties of the glasses.
We undertook a PDF study to investigate the nature of Si-O and AZ-O polyhedral units and the
distribution of NBOS on them. The experiments were carried out at 1-BM beam line at the
Advanced Photon Source, Argonne with the use of x-rays of energy 65 keV [ 11]. The
experimental structure factors are shown in Fig. 5 and the corresponding PDFs - in Fig. 6. Due to
the fact that the glassy samples investigated exhibited weak diffuse scattering statistics of the
experimental data turned out to be somewhat poor despite the powerful synchrotrons source
employed. It necessitated some extra smoothing of the data to be carried out, as shown in Fig. 5.
The smoothed S(Q) data show oscillating behaviour. i.e. structure relevant features, up to the
maximum Q-value of 40 ~-1 reached. The corresponding high-resolution G(r)s have a sharp first
peak which is obviously composed of two components in Ca and Al containing glasses. The first

component is positioned at 1.61 ~ and reflects the presence of well-defined SiO~ units. The
higher-r component is positioned at approximately 1.75 ~ which is the Al-O distance usually
found in AIOJ tetrahedral units. Thus the present study provides a strong experimental evidence
supporting the model picture viewing calcium aluminosilicate glasses as a network of linked

Si04 and AiOJ tetrahedm. New PDF experiments aimed at improving the statistical accumcy of
the data will be carried 011[ soon and the fascinating atomic ordering of C{l.,.zAl.,Si/..,Oj glasses,
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including the distribution of NBOS on the individual SiOJ and AIOJ tetrahedral. revealed in more
detail.

CONCLUSIONS

The combination of intense high-energy sources of x-ray radiation, such as synchrotrons, and
the atomic Pair Distribution Function technique offers new opportunities for exploring the
structure of materials with higher real-space resolution. It can be fruitfully applied for
investigating the atomic arrangement in completely disordered materials like glasses, revealing
fine local deviations from an well known average structure, like the case of Inl.xGa~s
semiconductor alloys considered, and even for determining of unknown structures, like the one
of “restacked” WSZ. It is envisaged to be much more frequently employed for materials structure
studies with the advent of the new generation synchrotrons sources.
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